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After a short drive from Aberdeen International Airport, guests arrive at the highly acclaimed 7,400-
yard, par 72 championship course, which embraces mile after mile of spectacular Aberdeenshire 
coastline and guarantees the experience of a lifetime. Boasting a dramatic North Sea backdrop, the 

Where Luxury 
& Heritage Meet
Guests are invited to experience a resort of outstanding beauty with 
unsurpassed Scottish hospitality – the ultimate golfing destination 
nestled amidst The Great Dunes of Scotland. 

award-winning championship course offers breath-taking scenery and an unparalleled test of golf.
Designed by renowned links golf architect, Dr. Martin Hawtree, the course follows a classical pattern 

of two out-and-back loops of nine. Woven through the majestic dunes, the course rises to find panoramic 
views of the sea and plunges into secluded valleys with each hole boasting distinct characteristics and 
unique features. With six tees on every hole, the course is suitable for all levels of golfer. 

A relaxed lunch can be found at The Dunes Restaurant & Bar – a comfortable restaurant with 
stunning views over The Great Dunes of Scotland. Sink into the deep leather armchairs or a tweed 
Chesterfield to enjoy modern classics and familiar favourites including fish and chips, Trump burgers 
and mac & cheese – all served with a Trump twist. 

For those looking to perfect their swing after dining, Trump International features the largest practice 
facilities in the country including a twenty-two-acre driving range with north and south facing tees, an 
extensive short game area and 3,500 square metre putting green. The exceptional playing surfaces cater 
for all shot-making requirements, tempting golfers to stay until the light fades beyond the dunes. 

Following an exhilarating day of golf, guests are rewarded with traditional Scottish hospitality 
in a spectacular setting. Nestled in the heart of the magnificent and ancient estate, the five-star MacLeod 
House & Lodge, provides unsurpassed luxury accommodation, comfort and service. With origins 
in the 15th Century, the baronial mansion offers period features, while providing modern amenities fit 
for the 21st Century. The exquisite sixteen-bedroomed hotel is adorned with opulent furnishings, fine 
linens and Italian marble en-suites. With its secret stairways, traditional log fires, whisky snug and 
spectacular grounds, MacLeod House is available as an exclusive use venue only and promises lavish 
accommodation in a secluded and dramatic location, minutes from the clubhouse and golf facilities. 

Tucked away within grand estate grounds, the Heritage Retreat at Trump MacLeod House & Lodge 
offers sanctuary and rest with an array of exclusive beauty and wellness treatments.

Trump International Golf Links is ideally flanked by two further esteemed courses, Cruden Bay and 
Royal Aberdeen, and with Trump Turnberry, St Andrews and other iconic sites a short journey away, 
Scotland truly is the home of golf. 

When the appetite for golf is satisfied, many guests turn their hand to a range of other activities 
– a true benefit when visiting the resort. Ideally located in the North of Scotland, the resort provides 
visitors with easy access to the region’s famed attractions. From its legendary mountains and glens 
to its esteemed Scotch whisky distilleries, Royal estates, castles, fishing and other country pursuits, 
Aberdeenshire abounds with history, culture and world-renowned attractions to explore.

Trump International Golf Links is ideally situated for visitors, business travellers and golfers. With 
easy connects to Edinburgh, Glasgow, London, Paris and beyond, there are a wide variety of travel 
options available for international visitors.
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